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About This Game

Radiation Island is a survival adventure game where you craft your own destiny in a huge open world environment. As part of
the Philadelphia Experiment you have become stranded in a parallel, alternate reality. Discover this new and mysterious world,

with all its surprises. Use everything you find to survive it and solve its puzzle to get back to the real world.

Follow your own path in an environment of breathtaking beauty and gigantic scope. Explore huge forests inhabited by
dangerous wolves, bears and mountain lions. Investigate abandoned villages and old military compounds where zombies guard
vital tools, weapons and clues to the secrets of this world. You can even swim and dive, if you can avoid the hungry crocodiles.

Hunt wild animals, fish or gather fruits to overcome hunger. Mine for resources and craft weapons, tools and basic vehicles.
Find hidden treasures, equipment and fire arms to prevail in a world full of perils: radiation, anomalies, harsh weather and

enraged zombies.

Experience the full day-night cycle and face the dangers of darkness and cold.
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Title: Radiation Island
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Atypical Games
Publisher:
Atypical Games
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Win7/Win8 32/64 bit

Processor: 1.5 GHz or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8 or higher, ATI X1600 or higher, Intel HD 3000 or higher

Storage: 2000 MB available space

Additional Notes: A video card with minimum OpenGL 3.2 driver is required.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Absolutely love this game. The squad managing, turn-based dark RPG I have always wanted.. Great 5th Edition adventure,
convenient resource for long-distance play.. When I first started playing Sojourner, I was expecting a fairly typical jRPG made
from RPG Maker. Instead I got a rather charming and earnest RPG with humorous writing, good gameplay depth, and a fair
difficulty pace for newcomers and jRPG veterans alike. It's hard to believe the game was made by one man for the most part,
and it turns out he's a really nice guy as well!

I even listened to him on some indie spotlight podcast or something, and Mr. Squirrel was quite inspiring. Maybe I'll try my own
hand at making an RPG Maker game some day because of him.

The only real complaint I have is that a few of the enemy sprites look a bit odd for some reason, but doesn't matter much
compared to how well written the game is.

The game is good, probably better than Mother 3. (says someone who's never played Mother 3). This is a pure cosmetical DLC,
so it is optional and only for supporting the developer.
Country flags as skins, based on the most-played-countries.

The skins are well done, as always. Didnt find a visual error.
There is also a "proud skin", which does remind me to not do drugs ;)
I do hope that this gets expanded based on different countries as well, i do not want to run a "false flag" operation.. The 3d
effect looks very good. The camera control is terrible. I was also a little confused by the hint and solve button. Mostly the solve
button. Also their is no tutorial to guide you into the game. The game feels very rough. The user interface is just bad.

So the game gives you a list of parts to look and sometimes you have to use them. You have to use a crane in one scene to pick
up and drop gears on a ship. The trouble is their is no shadow on the ground to judge where to drop the gears. So you have guess
where its at. I ended up just using the auto solve button. Again the game feels very rough around the edges. I suppose with more
time in development they could have fixed some of these issues. I just dont see myself playing this game. Feels to much like
work.. I\u2019m still hating Dark Souls II, thanks for asking, but I feel as though I owe it to myself to finish all three of its DLC
expansions, if only to finally put to bed the glimmer of hope that I might start enjoying it at some point. Enter Crown of the Old
Iron King, an expansion offering some backstory behind the base game boss Old Iron King, who brought about a great age of iron
before deciding to build a castle out of it and accidentally sinking it into lava. In this DLC, we\u2019ll be travelling to Brume
Tower, a series of colossal structure situated high above the Iron Keep in another of Dark Souls II\u2019s iconic geographical slip-
ups. In Brume Tower, we\u2019ll be traversing it with little to no knowledge of why we\u2019re here or what this place is even
supposed to be, and whilst the level design is head-and-shoulders above Crown of the Sunken King\u2019s poisonous pyramids
and even the gawky tonal shifts of the base game, it\u2019s still something of a disappointment for those still harbouring wistful
dreams of the first game.

An interesting observation is that unlike Sunken King, which was a series of moving platform puzzles with bosses chucked in to keep
the brand going, Old Iron King more resembles the original Dark Souls\u2019 Artorias of the Abyss DLC, stringing together a
couple of large levels that actually culminate in a boss fight. Rather than just wandering aimlessly and accidentally walking in on
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somebody standing in the centre of a large arena, the fights are actually in places that make sense. For instance, one of them is at
the very bottom of the tower that you have been descending for the bulk of the DLC\u2019s playtime. Bravo! Here, FromSoftware
has used a technique commonly referred to as \u2018a basic understanding of game design\u2019 to lay out the level in a way
that makes sense and gets to an actual point. Extra credit for two out of three bosses actually being characters that have been hinted
at previously.

It\u2019s unfortunate, then, that those bosses are cut from the same cloth as the rest of Dark Souls II\u2019s 9-foot tall knights.
Slow, choreographed combos of three swings, maybe a high-speed dash from across the room, but once again, nothing that the old
\u2018roll into the armpit, swing once, and then roll away\u2019 trick won\u2019t put down in a scant couple of attempts. An
improvement? Yes! But still not a fun or engaging experience by any means. This could have been a striking return to form if either
of the two main bosses\u2019 stories carried any of the emotional weight of even the worst Dark Souls 1 bosses, but as it stands the
whole thing feels once again like an unfinished and generally incoherent chunk of gameplay that I sort of wish I hadn\u2019t
wasted my time on.

My review for the base game.

more. It honestly baffles me that a game this fun is flying under the radar of so many steam players. Short version, buy this
game. If you like Persona 3 mystery fighting, Etrian Odyssey dungeon style mapping, and typical Visual Novel goodness, this
game is a perfect blend of all three and then some.

Now the reason why; Fake Happy End is about a group of four random teens that are exploring a tower suddenly appearing in
the middle of their town, that no one believes is there, much less try to go anywhere near it. The teens face monsters as they
climb through the tower levels, but are strangely and suddenly adept in casting magic to defend themselves. Mysteries about the
tower and its purpose become clearer the further they climb.

The story has a visual novel feel to it. Text reads out through dialogue exchange and the MC's internal thoughts, but sometimes
it mixes things up by shifting character focus to one of the heroines when the team splits up. You also get to make choices that
can affect the relationship between your teammates. By the way, they're all girls who can have the option to date.

Art is a bit of mixed bag. One of my main complaints is that the MC, who you can rename early in the game, has no face or
portrait. The only ones that do are the main three heroines and the enemies\/shopkeepers(?) you see in the tower dungeon. You
see CG background art for the city and dungeon and whenever you fight in battles, but you'll more often then not see a rather
simple top-down tile map for all the dungeon floors. Like in Etrian Odyssey and other old style dungeon crawlers, the map is
simple with a white dot showing your position, and symbols representing certain landmarks, like arrows on the floor forcing you
to move that way, or a small hole forcing you down the lower floor. On the plus side, you don't have to map these out manually
as everything is automated when you pass over the tile. You just need to explore to fill it up.

The combat is where it really shines, to a level of simple to pick up, hard to master. Again, each main character has an element
of magic at their disposal. The piercing Force of the blunt MC, the healing Light of tomboy leader Karin, the strong Fire of
shy\/scared Mishika, and the fast Wind of aloof and honest Aeri. Unlike other dungeon crawlers though, you ONLY have
magic. You use an energy bar at the bottom of your HP to use attacks, so if you run out, then you have to guard and\/or restore
that energy. You can learn more spells as you level up, and equip different sets of items to better your characters. There are
gems that can teach your character different magic elements, or gems that can boost your stats, or even gems that provide instant
buffs for a limited time. No weapons or armor per say, but customization is the key here. For example, you can give your other
party members (save Aeri) gems that allow Wind magic, and have everyone spam the Air All attack to strike first and hopefully
win the battle unscathed.

The gameplay is very much like Persona. Fast and engaging. I assume there are weaknesses of elements for each enemy, but you
don't have a scanner or notice to tell you what elements you can or can't use against them. And since magic elements are the
main point of battling (and none of the party members can just punch or swing a weapon for neutral damage).

All in all, Fake Happy End is a fun game, and worth the investment of $10 (or even picking it up during a discount sale). I can't
recommend this game enough. It may look odd, but the same is greater than its parts.. If you're a Gnome lover like me, you'll
probably purchase game with the word "Gnome" slapped in the title. If you're also like me, you're stuck in a nostalgia timewarp:
any game that is reminescent of those from your childhood must automatically be played. I didn't even hear about Gnome vs.
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Fairies until the 2016 Steam Summer Sale, which, due to it's low price, I immediately purchased on the spot.

The story is pretty decent, the gnomes had some sort of four crystals that were destroyed which unleashed fairies into the world
and almost every Gnome was taken prisoner except the protagonist. The opening cutscene is paired with some awesome
accordian music which soon turned into a rock and roll fest.

The soundtrack is pretty good, definitely gives off the atmosphere depending on what region you are in.

Combat is pretty fun, although there are some glitches where attacks don't hit properly, or the enemy seems immune. The death
animation could use some work, it looks as though your character is just frozen in spot and then you automatically teleport to
the beginning of the level.

It's fun collecting things such as fairies, berries, and coins. Being able to customize your character with weapons and whatnot is
pretty neat.

One of my favorite features is the fact there's a hub world where, outside the levels, you can kick back and relax and explore.
The shop in the main hub reminds me so much of The Legend of Zelda.

All in all "Gnomes vs. Fairies" is a very fun, nostalgic expierence, albeit a tad tacky and right now somewhat broken but the
developer will probably fix that in due time.
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I read one of the reviews saying the style of gameplay is similar to Final Fantasy Tactics (One of my favorite games). It is
nothing like that, with the exception of the chessboard setup of the levels. I have never played a game this unbelievably slow in
all my life.I really really really wanted to like it. I got 2 hours in trying to engage with the story but it is just so dry and tedious..
Great atmospheric feel and environment. Graphics although pretty simple are very realistic.

The game plays extremely smooth. Uncapped frame rate.

Simple but fun gameplay. Puzzels make you think more and more as you progress.

A great soundtrack is all it's missing right now. Still in early access.. Promptly after spawning in a thick dark wood I saw
movement from a far
I pulled up my slick Winchester Auto Rifle
I slowly aimed in the scope and fixed my crosshairs on the brown movement in the brush
With my sights on the creature, I steadied my scope and blink once
The gunshot will always stay imprinted in my brain
The bullet flew into the air and through the trees, its movement traced and watch by an unknown beast
The bullet flew into a baby deers\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I slowly walked forward and saw its chest pumping
up and down
It spoke to me
"Why?"
"Why me?"
"Kill me"
So I shot forward into the brain
The movement ceased
I closed my computer and went to bed
I couldn't sleep
I only thought...
"Who is the real beast?"

Overall fun game with standard graphics(for the time). 9/11 would uninstall again. 9/11 would no recoil again. 9/11 would no
ammo again. 9/11 would GoldSrc graphics again.. Well♥♥♥♥♥♥ fng's hair is so majestic.

10/10 would advertise with Pantene. - IGN. Does anyone play thise anymore.. I've had it for years and have NEVER been able
to play multiplayer, waited more the 15 mins trying to get into a coop match.. nothing.. game is dead..

Looking back.. if I knew it was such a limited game.. I wouldn't hae bought it.. dont buy it unless you like really short single
player games.

ps 90% of the user made maps are absolutely impossible..
. This is a very nice addition to OMSI. with well made models and good sounds and the posibility to change nearly everything in
the bus from matrix to engine to passenger information screens to dashboards. you can change it all. also nice that now we can
also change from ibis to use.

Pro's :
- Sounds
- Well made model
- bus fully customizable
- Very high detailed textures

Con's:
- Some times low fps with this bus on certain maps
- 18m version brakes a bit diffrent then other busses

Would give it a 8,5\/10. This game well I call myself a master scammer if my buddy's are on it's all about gaining trust then
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telling them hey let me *pimp* steal stuff from your world
Wait did I say steal I mean give better items ;P <3. BTW: IF you have the Rare Rave Profile Background i'll buy it and overpay
LINK: http://steamcommunity.com/app/522040/discussions/0/1621724915777063010/

Fun little game. Like a retro RPG but with shoot em up battles.

The first game is free and very similar to this, so you can play that first and pick this up if you want more.
I might have to rage-quit on the final boss though, but that's what I get for selecting the hardest difficulty on my first
playthrough.

Picked up for only $2.24
Discount -$0.75 ( -25%)

WIN
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